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The quick and easy way to learn the concepts of pathophysiologyâ€“ and how to apply them to
real-world situations If you're looking for a fun, fast review that boils pathophysiology down to its
most essential, must-know points, your search ends here! Pathophysiology of Nursing Demystified
is a complete yet concise overview of diseases and how they affect various body systems. You will
also learn about symptoms and signs as well as critical diagnostic tests so you have the knowledge
to help your patients as a student and as a nurse once you start your career. Studying is easy and
effective with key objectives, important terms, brief overviews, tables and diagrams, and,
NCLEX-style questions throughout the book. At the end is a comprehensive final exam that covers
all the content found in Pathophysiology of Nursing Demystified. This fast and easy guide offers:
Learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter Coverage of diagnostic tests and treatment
options A final exam at the end of the book A time-saving approach to performing better on an exam
or at work Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for an advanced student,
Pathophysiology of Nursing DeMYSTiFieD is your shortcut to mastering this essential nursing topic.
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Have been a nurse for seven years and these books in this series are wonderful for teaching and
reminding me of things that I have forgotten or didn't learn while I was in nursing school. I find that
the material is easy to understand and clearly written. Most subject matter is also simple to locate

without a lot of difficulty.

The book was recieved in great shape. The information in the book is so compressed and limited I
recommend not wasting your money. If what you want to read about happens to be in there then it's
ok. There is such a narrow selection of topics I consider the book worthless.

Can't beat the price! I'm currently in my second semester of a BSN program. This book is a good
resource for helping to write pathos. The index is ok, sometimes it is hard to find the disease I'm
looking for. Some simple and common diseases, like wound healing and bone fractures, are not in
this book. I was able to find most of what I needed though.

Not great for if your in a class but overall ok if your just looking for an outline and the basic info

Pathopysiology of Mursing is an excellent book for my class for this Fall Semester. Thanks.

Nice easy read to help get a little background before starting patho class.

I used it as a supplemental tool. Did help.

Awesome condition! Thank y'all!
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